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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a clothes dryer,
and more particularly, to a clothes dryer having a lint col-
lecting device for collecting lint.
[0002] In a conventional clothes dryer, lint (pieces of
thread) is included in air discharged from a drum. There-
fore, a filter is installed in the middle of an air passage,
and the lint attached on the filter is removed by a lint
removing device.
[0003] In general, the conventional clothes dryer is
configured so that the lint is attached on an inner circum-
ferential surface of the filter having a semi-cylindrical
mesh part, and the lint is scraped off by the lint removing
device having a spiral screw which is in contact with an
inner surface of the mesh part. The lint scraped off by
the screw is moved in a direction of a rotating axis of the
lint removing device, and transferred to a lint receiving
area.
[0004] In the conventional clothes dryer, the scraped
off lint may be caught on an outer edge of a screw blade,
and may continuously remain around a rotating circum-
ference of the screw blade. In this case, the lint may be
interposed between the filter and the screw, and thus
may not be transferred and collected.
[0005] JP2013-135789A and JP2013-128531A relate
to lint collection devices for clothes dryers.
[0006] Therefore, it is an aspect of the present disclo-
sure to provide a clothes dryer which is capable of pre-
venting lint from being interposed between a filter and a
screw.
[0007] Also, it is another aspect of the present disclo-
sure to provide a clothes dryer which is capable of surely
collecting the lint and reducing a clogging due to the lint
Additional aspects of the disclosure will be set forth in
part in the description which follows and, in part, will be
obvious from the description, or may be learned by prac-
tice of the disclosure.
[0008] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided a clothes dryer according to
claim 1.
[0009] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, a clothes dryer includes a drum; a duct through
which drying air discharged from the drum flows; and a
lint removing device disposed in a path of the duct to filter
lint contained in the air, wherein the lint removing device
includes a cylindrical lint filter of which a part of an outer
surface is open, a screw having a spiral blade rotatably
provided in an axial direction of the lint filter, a contact
rib formed at an opening of the lint filter, and an elastic
member configured to protrude to an outside of the blade
to be in contact with an inner surface of the lint filter and
the contact rib.
[0010] The contact rib may be disposed at a corre-
sponding position to be in contact with a circumference
of the inner surface of the lint filter.
[0011] The lint removing device may include a frame
member provided to install the lint filter, and the frame

member may include an air introduction part, a lint
processing part and a lint drawing part.
[0012] The lint filter may include a mesh filter, and a
filter frame configured to extend in a circumferential di-
rection of the lint filter to support the mesh filter.
[0013] The filter frame may include a frame beam part
configured to extend in an axial direction of the lint filter,
and a plurality of frame parts vertically disposed from the
frame beam part.
[0014] The frame part may be installed to be inclined
in the axial direction of the lint filter.
[0015] The elastic member may include one of a rubber
material, a resin material and a brush.
[0016] An installation part for installing the elastic
member may be formed at an outer edge of the blade.
[0017] The installation part may include a groove or a
protrusion.
[0018] The lint filter may have a circumferential length
R and a length R’ of the opening, and the length R’ of the
opening may be R’/R=1/4.
[0019] An angle θ[°] of the blade connected outward
from a rotating shaft of the screw maybe 45<θ<70.
[0020] A rotational speed Rs [rpm] of the screw may
be 20<Rs<25.
[0021] The clothes dryer may further include a screw
motor configured to rotate the screw, and a controller
configured to control a rotating motion of the screw motor.
[0022] The controller may change a rotation motion of
the screw motor so that a reverse rotation motion in which
the lint is conveyed from a downstream side of the axial
direction of the lint filter toward an upstream side thereof
is performed for a predetermined period of time, and then
a forward rotation motion in which the lint is conveyed
from the upstream side toward the downstream side is
performed.
[0023] In accordance with another aspect of the
present disclosure, a lint removing device disposed in a
path of the duct to filter lint contained in the air includes
a member comprising an air introduction part, a lint
processing part and a lint drawing part; a lint filter dis-
posed at the lint processing part and having a cylindrical
shape of which a part of an outer surface is open; a screw
having a spiral blade rotatably provided in the lint filter;
a contact rib formed at an opening of the lint filter in an
axial direction; and an elastic member configured to pro-
trude to an outside of the blade to be in contact with an
inner surface of the lint filter and the contact rib.
[0024] The lint filter may include a mesh filter, and a
filter frame configured to extend in a circumferential di-
rection of the lint filter to support the mesh filter.
[0025] The filter frame may include a frame beam part
configured to extend in an axial direction of the lint filter,
and a plurality of frame parts vertically disposed from the
frame beam part.
[0026] The frame part may be installed to be inclined
in the axial direction of the lint filter.
[0027] The elastic member may include one of a rubber
material, a resin material and a brush.
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[0028] An installation part for installing the elastic
member may be formed at an outer edge of the blade.
[0029] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, a lint removing device that removes lint from air
flowing out from an exhaust vent of a clothes dryer may
include a frame member, a screw formed lengthwise in
the frame member and including a rotating shaft, a blade,
and an elastic member installed at an outer edge of the
blade, a cylindrically shaped lint filter having an inner
diameter to act as a collecting surface for the lint and
wherein a predetermined gap is formed between the in-
ner diameter of the lint filter and an outer diameter of the
blade. The elastic member may be installed on the blade
to protrude radially into the gap to thereby maintain con-
tact with the inner diameter of the lint filter.
[0030] In accordance with an aspect of the present dis-
closure, a lint removing device that removes lint from air
flowing out from an exhaust vent of a clothes dryer may
include a frame member, a lint filter having a cylindrical
shape of which a part of an outer surface is open a screw
formed lengthwise in the frame member and disposed
within the lint filter, the screw including a rotating shaft,
a blade having a spiral shape, and an elastic member
installed at an outer edge of the blade. The elastic mem-
ber may be configured to maintain contact with an inner
circumference of the lint filter.
[0031] These and/or other aspects of the disclosure
will become apparent and more readily appreciated from
the following description of the embodiments, taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view illustrating an
exterior of a clothes dryer according to one embod-
iment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
an internal structure of the clothes dryer according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a schematic perspective view illustrating
main elements of the clothes dryer according to one
embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a
lint removing device according to one embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating the lint removing
device according to one embodiment of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional view schemat-
ically illustrating the lint removing device according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view illustrating an arrange-
ment of a screw motor according to one embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 8 is a side cross-sectional view illustrating a
structure of a contact rib according to one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 9 is a schematic view illustrating a flow of air
discharged from a drum according to one embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 10 is a side cross-sectional view illustrating a
length of an opening of a lint filter according to one
embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an angle
of a screw blade according to one embodiment of
the present disclosure;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view illustrating a structure
of a screw according to another embodiment of the
present disclosure;
FIG. 13 is a side cross-sectional view illustrating a
structure of a contact rib according to another em-
bodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 14 is a schematic front view illustrating a struc-
ture of a lint filter according to another embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 15 a schematic front view illustrating a structure
of a lint filter according to still another embodiment
of the present disclosure;
FIG. 16 is schematic perspective view illustrating an-
other shape of the clothes dryer;
FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first ap-
plication example of the present disclosure in anoth-
er product; and
FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second
application example of the present disclosure in still
another product.

[0032] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the
present disclosure will be described with reference to the
accompanying drawings. Also, the following description
of the embodiment is merely exemplary in nature, and is
not intended to limit its application or use. Furthermore,
a direction such as up, down, left and right depends on
an arrow illustrated in FIG. 1.

<Overall structure of a clothes dryer>

[0033] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, a clothes dryer
1 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure
includes a case 2 having an approximately rectangular
parallelepiped shape which is slightly longer vertically,
and an entrance 3, through which clothes may be put in
or taken out, formed in an upper portion of a front surface
of the case 2.
[0034] The entrance 3 may have a horseshoe-shaped
exterior. Specifically, an upper portion of an edge of the
entrance 3 is formed in a semi-circular (a major arc)
shape which is larger than a half of a circumference, and
a lower portion of the edge of the entrance 3 is formed
in a linear (a chord) shape which extends in a transverse
direction (i.e., in an approximately horizontal direction).
[0035] An operating part 4 such as a touch panel is
installed above the entrance 3. An electronic component
5 such as a circuit board is installed at an inside of the
case 2 which is located at a rear side of the operating
part 4. A door 6 is attached to the front surface of the
case 2 via a hinge 6b, and the entrance 3 is opened and
closed by the door 6.
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[0036] A ring-shaped concave portion 2a which has
been recessed to form a ring shaped cavity, an outer
flange portion 2b which protrudes from an inner edge of
the concave portion 2a so as to define the entrance 3,
and an cylindrical inner flange portion 11 which protrudes
from an inner edge of the outer flange portion 2b toward
an inside of the case 2 are formed in a front portion of
the case 2.
[0037] A convex portion 6a which is inserted into the
ring-shaped concave portion 2a, the outer flange portion
2b and the inner flange portion 11 is formed at an en-
trance 3 side of the door 6. An air exhaust vent 20 is
formed at a lower end of the inner flange portion 11.

(Drum)

[0038] A drum 30 which accommodates the clothes is
installed inside of the case 2. The drum 30 is a cylindrical
member having a bottom and an opening 30a which is
formed at a front end thereof and through which the
clothes may be put in or taken out. The drum 30 is sup-
ported by the case 2 so as to adapt a state in which the
opening 30a faces the entrance 3, and also to be freely
rotated about a transverse axis J extending in the longi-
tudinal direction.
[0039] Specifically, a center portion of a rear end of the
drum 30 is axially supported by a rear portion of the case
2, and a circumferential edge of a front end of the drum
30 is supported by a plurality of guide rollers 13 installed
at the front portion of the case 2. A circular air vent hole
30b covered by a mesh filter may be formed at the rear
end of the drum 30. A stirring plate 30c is attached on an
inner surface of the drum 30. During a spin-dry process,
the drum 30 is rotated by a driving motor which is not
shown.

(Constituent devices)

[0040] As illustrated in FIG. 3, main devices of the
clothes dryer 1, such as an air conditioning device 40,
an air blowing device 50 and a lint removing device 100,
are arranged aggregately at a lower portion of the clothes
dryer 1.
[0041] Since these devices are arranged at the lower
portion of the clothes dryer 1, it is possible to ensure a
sufficient installation space and also to select and utilize
large and strong devices. Thus, since a center of gravity
is lower, the clothes dryer 1 may be stably installed. Also,
since a vibration source which generates vibration during
the spin-dry process is located at the lower side of the
drum 30, the vibration may be suppressed.

(Air conditioning device)

[0042] The air conditioning device 40 includes an evap-
orator 41, a condenser 42, a compressor 43 and the like.
A duct cover 44 is installed at the lower portion of the
drum 30. The duct cover 44 is attached to a bottom sur-

face of the case 2, and an air exhaust duct 45 configured
to extend in a front and rear direction and having a large
width is provided.
[0043] Both the evaporator 41 and the condenser 42
may have rectangular parallelepiped exteriors having
large widths, and are accommodated in the duct cover
44, while in a state of being frontward and rearward, re-
spectively. Therefore, the air exhausted from the air ex-
haust vent 20 during the spin-dry process is blown in at
a front side of the evaporator 41, cooled and dehumidified
in the evaporator 41, reheated in the condenser 42, and
then transferred to the air exhaust duct 45 in a dried state.
[0044] The compressor 43 may be disposed at a left
side of the duct cover 44. Also, a valve, a pipe or the like
is installed at the air conditioning device 40, but is not
illustrated in the drawings.

(Air blowing device)

[0045] The air blowing device 50 includes a fan motor
51, an air blower fan 52, a fan cover 53 and the like, and
may be disposed at a rear side of the compressor 43,
which is located at a rear portion of the clothes dryer 1.
An external air intake fan 55 which blows external air into
the inside of the case 2 may be disposed at a front side
of the compressor 43.
[0046] The air blower fan 52 is, for example, a centrif-
ugal fan, and is covered by the fan cover 53. An inlet port
and an outlet port are provided in the fan cover 53, and
the inlet port is connected with a rear end (a downstream
side) of the air exhaust duct 45.
[0047] An air supply duct 56 may be installed along an
inner surface of a rear wall of the case 2. The outlet port
of the fan cover 53 is connected with one end of the air
supply duct 56. A circular air supply hole 57 is formed at
the other end of the air supply duct 56. The air supply
hole 57 is in contact with the air vent hole 30b of the drum
30, and thus the air supply duct 56 communicates with
a rear portion of the drum 30 through the air supply hole
57 and the air vent hole 30b.
[0048] The air blower fan 52 is rotated during the spin-
dry process by the fan motor 51, and an air flow from the
air exhaust vent 20 toward the air supply hole 57 occurs.
Therefore, air circulation via the drum 30 is generated
(referring to an arrow in FIG. 2). Due to cooperation be-
tween the air blower fan 52 and the air conditioning device
40, humid air flows out from the drum 30 through the
opening 30a and the air exhaust vent 20, and dried air
through the air supply hole 57 and the air vent hole 30b
is introduced into the drum 30.
[0049] An air introduction hole 111a (referring to FIG.
3) formed lengthwise in the transverse direction in the
lower surface of the inner flange portion 11 to receive the
air is formed to be open upwardly. The air introduction
hole 111a communicates with the air exhaust duct 45
through an air intake 17 (FIG. 9).
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(Air exhaust hole)

[0050] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the air exhaust vent 20
is configured with a plurality of blades or the like, and
installed at a lower end of the inner flange portion 11. An
upper portion 20a of the air exhaust vent 20 is formed in
a rectangular shape which is formed lengthwise in the
transverse direction. An inner side 20b of the air exhaust
vent 20 is formed in a bow shape, and disposed to face
backward and forward of a lower end of the opening 30a
of the drum 30.
[0051] When the door 6 is closed, the upper portion
20a of the air exhaust vent 20 faces above and below
the convex portion 6a of the door 6 with a gap therebe-
tween, and the inner side 20b of the air exhaust vent 20
faces an inside of the drum 30. That is, when the door 6
is closed, the air exhaust vent 20 communicates with a
front portion of the drum 30. During the spin-dry process,
the air in the drum 30 passes the inner side 20b of the
air exhaust vent 20 and flows downward.

(Lint removing device)

[0052] The lint removing device 100 is a device which
removes the lint in the air flowing out from the air exhaust
vent 20.
[0053] FIGS. 4 to 6 illustrate a structure of the lint re-
moving device 100 in detail. The lint removing device 100
includes a frame member 110, a screw 120, a lint filter
130 and the like.
[0054] The screw 120 includes a rotating shaft 121 and
a spiral blade 122, and is formed lengthwise in the trans-
verse direction. An elastic member 124 is installed at an
outer edge of the blade 122 of the screw 120. Specifically,
an installation part 122a is installed at an outer edge of
the blade 122 over an entire circumference along a spiral
shape of the blade 122, and the elastic member 124 is
fitted onto the installation part 122a, and thus attached
to the outer edge of the blade 122 (referring to FIG. 11).
An outer diameter of the blade 122 including the elastic
member 124 is designed to be the same over an entire
area, and an outer edge of the blade 122 is in contact
with an inner circumferential surface of the lint filter 130.
That is, an outer edge of the blade 122 is configured to
maintain contact with the inner circumferential surface of
the lint filter 130. Also, for example, the elastic member
124 may include or be comprised of one of a rubber ma-
terial, a resin material and a brush. The embodiment of
the present disclosure illustrates an example in which a
groove for installing the elastic member 124 is formed at
the installation portion of the blade 122. However, the
scope of the present disclosure is not limited thereto. For
example, the installation portion may include a protrusion
which protrudes outward from the blade.
[0055] Also, when the entire circumference of the outer
edge of the blade 122 is in contact with the inner circum-
ferential surface of the lint filter 130, the lint filter 130 may
become worn. However, the problem may be solved by

the embodiment configured as follows. First, a member
that is in contact with the lint filter 130 is the elastic mem-
ber 124, rather than the entire circumference of the outer
edge of the blade 122. Second, the elastic member 124
may definitely scrape off the lint, and also the lint filter
130 is formed of a durable material, e.g., a material that
does not wear out quickly. Third, the elastic member 124
may definitely scrape off the lint, and also a height of the
elastic member 124 is controlled so that the lint filter 130
is difficult to become worn. That is, a height of the elastic
member is controlled to minimize wear of the lint filter.
Fourth, a roughness of a mesh of the lint filter 130 is
selected so that collectability of the lint is combined with
wear resistance.
[0056] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the screw 120 is rotated
by a screw motor 125. The screw motor 125 is disposed
adjacent to the screw 120 so that a motor shaft 126 is in
parallel with the rotating shaft 121.
[0057] A motor side pulley 127 is installed on the motor
shaft 126 of the screw motor 125. A screw side pulley
128 having a greater outer diameter than the motor side
pulley 127 is installed on the rotating shaft 121 of the
screw 120. A pulley belt 129 is wound on the motor side
pulley 127 and the screw side pulley 128, and a rotating
force of the screw motor 125 is transferred to the screw
120 through the pulley belt 129. Also, the screw motor
125 may be directly connected with the rotating shaft 121
of the screw 120.
[0058] A rotating direction of the screw motor 125 is
changed by a controller 140. For example, the controller
140 is the electronic component 5 which is assembled
on a circuit board, as illustrated in FIG. 2.
[0059] The controller 140 changes a rotation motion of
the screw motor 125 so that a reverse rotation motion in
which the lint scraped off by the screw 120 is conveyed
from a downstream side of an axial direction of the lint
filter 130 toward an upstream side thereof is performed
for a predetermined period of time, and then a forward
rotation motion in which the lint is conveyed from the
upstream side toward the downstream side is performed.
[0060] Therefore, for example, when the lint remains
at an upstream end of the axial direction of the lint filter
130, the reverse rotation motion is performed, and thus
the lint may be attached to and definitely collected by the
screw 120.
[0061] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 to 6, the frame member
110 includes an air introduction part 111, a lint processing
part 112, a lint drawing part 113 and the like. The air
introduction part 111 is a cylindrical portion which is
formed lengthwise in the transverse direction so that the
air passing through the air exhaust vent 20 and flowing
downward is introduced into the lint processing part 112.
The air introduction hole 111a formed lengthwise in the
transverse direction so as to receive the air is formed at
an upper portion of the air introduction part 111 to be
open upwardly.
[0062] The lint processing part 112 is continuously in-
stalled at a lower side of the air introduction part 111, and
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the screw 120 is shifted to be offset toward a right side
with respect to the air introduction part 111.
[0063] An upstream side supporting part 115 and a
downstream side supporting part 116 are disposed at
upstream and downstream sides of the lint processing
part 112, respectively. Upstream and downstream ends
of the rotating shaft 121 of the screw 120 are rotatably
supported by the upstream side supporting part 115 and
the downstream side supporting part 116, respectively.
The downstream side supporting part 116 extends down-
ward from a ceiling portion of the lint drawing part 113,
and is disposed in a discharging space 113a of the lint
drawing part 113.
[0064] The lint filter 130, which is formed lengthwise in
the transverse direction and has a "U"-shaped cross sec-
tion, is removably installed at the lint processing part 112
to cross an air passage. The lint filter 130 is integrally
configured with a sheet-shaped mesh filter 131 having a
hole diameter through which the lint does not pass, and
a filter frame 132 formed lengthwise in the transverse
direction to support the mesh filter 131 and to have a "U"-
shaped cross section.
[0065] A frame part 132a which extends in a circum-
ferential direction of the mesh filter 131, and a frame
beam part 132b which extends in an axial direction of the
mesh filter 131 are installed at the filter frame 132. The
frame part 132a is extended perpendicular to the axial
direction of the mesh filter 131.
[0066] The lint filter 130 is installed at the lint process-
ing part 112 so that an inner surface (collecting surface
130a) having a circular arc-shaped cross section is di-
rected to an upstream side of the air passage, and so
that the collecting surface 130a corresponds to the screw
120.
[0067] An inner diameter of the collecting surface 130a
is set to be approximately the same as an outer diameter
of the blade 122 including the elastic member 124, and
thus the elastic member 124 installed at the outer edge
of the blade 122 comes in contact with the inner circum-
ferential surface of the lint filter 130 and the lint collected
on the collecting surface 130a is scraped off.
[0068] As illustrated in FIG. 8, a plate-shaped contact
rib 135 which extends in the axial direction of the lint filter
130 and stands upright is formed at an opening side of
the lint filter 130. The contact rib 135 is disposed at a
position that is in contact with the elastic member 124
installed at the blade 122 of the screw 120. Therefore,
even when the lint is caught on the outer edge of the
screw 120, the lint may come into contact with the contact
rib 135, may be scraped off, and thus may be prevented
from remaining between the lint filter 130 and the screw
120.
[0069] The lint removing device 100 is set to not be
operated during the spin-dry process of the clothes, but
to be operated for a predetermined period of time during
the spin-dry process (e.g., after an operation of the
clothes dryer 1 is finished, before the operation of the
clothes dryer 1 has started, or when the air blowing device

or the air conditioning device is not being operated).
[0070] That is, during the spin-dry process, the lint in
the air is collected by the lint filter 130 and accumulated
on the collecting surface 130a. The lint filter 130 is de-
signed to have a size and a shape that are not clogged
by an amount of the lint collected in one spin-dry process.
[0071] As a result, a layer-shaped batch of lint (a lint
layer LM) is formed by the lint remaining on the collecting
surface 130a, after the spin-dry process is finished. The
lint layer LM is scraped off from the lint filter 130 by ro-
tation of the screw 120, and then pushed out to a left side
of the lint filter 130.
[0072] Since the lint removing device 100 is not oper-
ated during the spin-dry process, and the lint may be
removed in one batch, the lint may be removed in as
short a time as possible. As a result thereof, a compli-
cated control or a sophisticated device is not needed,
and a material cost and an operating cost may be re-
duced.
[0073] The lint drawing part 113 is a cylindrical portion
that is adjacent to a left side of the lint processing part
112 and located at a lower side of a left end of the air
introduction part 111, and has the discharging space
113a formed therein. The lint drawing part 113 serves to
receive the lint layer LM pushed out from the lint filter 130
and to induce the lint layer LM into a lint box 61.

(Lint box)

[0074] As illustrated in FIG. 9, the lint box 61 may be
formed in a box shape of which an upper side is open,
and disposed under the lint drawing part 113. The lint
layer LM falling from the lint drawing part 113 is accumu-
lated in the lint box 61.
[0075] Since the lint box 61 is disposed at a portion
adjacent to the left end of the lint filter 130 from which
the lint layer LM is pushed out, the lint layer LM which is
difficult to be conveyed may be easily conveyed to the
lint box 61 without using a complicated conveying device.
[0076] Since the lint box 61 is disposed under the lint
drawing part 113 adjacent to the left side of the lint filter
130, the lint layer LM pushed out from the lint filter 130
may fall into the lint box 61.
[0077] A secondary filter 64 has a sheet-shaped
screen filter formed lengthwise in the transverse direction
to cover the air intake 17, which is open at a front side
of the air exhaust duct 45. The screen filter of the sec-
ondary filter 64 is formed using the mesh filter, which has
a smaller hole diameter than that of the lint filter 130.

<Angle of screw pin>

[0078] As illustrated in FIG. 10, a part of a circumfer-
ence of an upper side of the lint filter 130 is open so that
air may be blown into an inside of the lint filter 130. Here,
when an angle of the blade 122 of the screw 120 for
conveying the lint is too small, the lint which is being
conveyed from the opening of the lint filter 130 may over-
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flow from the opening of the lint filter 130. Also, when the
angle of the blade 122 is too large, a downstream side
of the blade 122 may be easily clogged with lint.
[0079] Therefore, in the embodiment, the angle of the
blade 122 of the screw 120 is set appropriately, and thus
lint which is being conveyed by the screw 120 may be
prevented from overflowing from the opening of the lint
filter 130 and clogging the downstream side of the blade
122.
[0080] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 10, assuming
that an entire circumferential length of the cylindrical por-
tion in the lint filter 130 formed to have the same curvature
radius as the surface having the circular arc-shaped
cross section is R mm, and a circumferential length of
the opening of the lint filter 130 is R’ mm, a size of the
opening of the lint filter 130 is set to satisfy the following
Equation 1. 

[0081] As illustrated in FIG. 11, in the case in which
the opening of the lint filter 130 has the size which satis-
fies Equation 1, assuming that the angle of the blade 122
of the screw 120 is θ°, the angle is set to satisfy the fol-
lowing Equation 2. 

[0082] By using the screw 120 which is formed to sat-
isfy Equation 2, the lint which is being conveyed by the
screw 120 may be prevented from overflowing from the
opening of the lint filter 130 and also the lint may be def-
initely conveyed.
[0083] Meanwhile, the angle θ of the blade 122 may
be set to 60°. However, this is just an example, and a
value of the angle may be not limited, as long as it satisfies
Equation 2.

<Rotational speed of the screw>

[0084] In the embodiment, a rotational speed of the
screw 120 is set appropriately, and thus the lint may be
definitely collected. Specifically, assuming that the rota-
tional speed of the screw 120 is Rs rpm, the rotational
speed is set to satisfy the following Equation 3. 

[0085] By rotating the screw 120 at Rs rpm, a driving
force of the screw 120 may be sufficiently ensured, the
lint may be definitely conveyed, and also a collected
amount of the lint may be increased.
[0086] FIG. 12 is a perspective view illustrating a struc-
ture of a screw according to another embodiment of the

present disclosure. The same reference numerals refer
to the same elements as those of the first embodiment,
and only differences between the embodiments will be
described.
[0087] As illustrated in FIG. 12, the elastic member 124
is installed on the blade 122 of the screw 120 to protrude
radially.
[0088] For example, the elastic member 124 may be
formed of the rubber material, a resin material, the brush
or the like, and a front end thereof is in contact with the
inner circumferential surface of the lint filter 130.
[0089] At this time, the blade 122 may further include
an elastic member installing part 124Aa for installing the
elastic member 124. The elastic member installing part
124Aa may be formed at one of an end and both side
surfaces of the blade 122.
[0090] Also, the elastic member 124 may be installed
to protrude toward an outside of the elastic member in-
stalling part 124Aa.
[0091] As illustrated in FIG. 13, an inner diameter of
the collecting surface 130a is set larger than an outer
diameter of the blade 122, and a predetermined gap is
formed between the blade 122 and the collecting surface
130a along the entire axial direction.
[0092] Here, lint may be formed by entangled fibers,
and thus has a feature in which it is difficult to be sepa-
rated. Therefore, when the thin layer-shaped lint collect-
ed on the inner circumferential surface of the lint filter
130 is partially scraped off by the elastic member 124
installed on the screw 120, and then pushed by the blade
122, the portion scraped off by the elastic member 124
becomes rolled up, and the thin layer-shaped lint is there-
by twisted, and thus the entire lint may be conveyed.
[0093] As described above, when the gap is formed
between the lint filter 130 and the screw 120 so that the
lint is difficult to be narrow, the lint may be scraped off
by the elastic member 124 installed at the screw 120
using the feature of the lint.
[0094] Also, a structure is described in which one elas-
tic member 124 is installed, but embodiments are not
limited thereto. For example, the elastic member 124 may
be installed at every pitch of the blade 122 spaced in the
axial direction. Also, a plurality of elastic members 124
may be disposed at intervals in a circumferential direction
of the screw 120. Further, in the case in which the plurality
of elastic members 124 are installed, each elastic mem-
ber 124 may be set to have a different height, and thus
to form a step difference. Furthermore, the elastic mem-
ber 124 may be removably installed at the blade 122 of
the screw using a fitting method, a press fitting method
or a screw method, and thus may be easily replaced with
new one.
[0095] FIG. 14 is a schematic front view illustrating a
structure of a lint filter according to another embodiment
of the present disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 14, the
lint filter 130A is integrally configured with a sheet-shaped
mesh filter 131A having a hole diameter through which
the lint does not pass, and a filter frame 132A formed
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lengthwise in the transverse direction to support the
mesh filter 131A and to have a "U"-shaped cross section.
[0096] A frame part 132Aa which extends in a circum-
ferential direction of the mesh filter 131A, and a frame
beam part 132Ab which extends in an axial direction of
the mesh filter 131A are installed at the filter frame 132A.
[0097] The frame part 132Aa is formed to be inclined
with respect to the axial direction of the mesh filter 131A.
Specifically, the frame part 132Aa is formed to be in-
clined, such that an upper end of the frame part 132Aa
is located at a more downstream location in a lint con-
veying direction than a lower end thereof.
[0098] As described above, since the frame part 132Aa
is formed to be inclined in the axial direction of the lint
filter 130A, the lint layer LM scraped off by the contact
rib 135A (not shown) and falling may be easily collected.
That is, in an upstream section divided by the frame part
132Aa, since the lint layer LM (indicated by an arrow in
FIG. 14) scraped off by the contact rib 135A falls, and
thus is moved into a downstream section, it is easy to
collect the lint layer LM.
[0099] Also, when the frame part 132Aa is inclined in
an opposite direction to an example illustrated in FIG.
14, i.e., even when the frame part 132Aa is inclined so
that the upper end thereof is located at a more upstream
side in the lint conveying direction than a lower end there-
of, it is possible to obtain the same effect.
[0100] FIG. 15 a schematic front view illustrating a
structure of a lint filter according to still another embod-
iment of the present disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 15,
the lint filter 130B is integrally configured with a sheet-
shaped mesh filter 131B having a hole diameter through
which the lint does not pass, and a filter frame 132B
formed lengthwise in the transverse direction to support
the mesh filter 131B and to have a "U"-shaped cross
section.
[0101] One pair of upper and lower frame parts 132Ba
and 132Ba which extend in a circumferential direction of
the mesh filter 131B, and a frame beam part 132Bb which
extends in an axial direction of the mesh filter 131B are
installed at the filter frame 132B.
[0102] Here, the pair of upper and lower frame parts
132Ba and 132Ba each extend along a circumference of
the lint filter 130B in opposite directions to each other,
and are disposed at positions shifted with respect to each
other in the axial direction of the lint filter 130B.
[0103] As described above, since the pair of upper and
lower frame parts 132Ba and 132Ba are disposed at the
positions shifted with respect to each other in the axial
direction of the lint filter 130B, in an upstream section
divided by the frame part 132Ba, the lint layer LM scraped
off by the contact rib 135 falls, and thus is moved into a
downstream section, it is easy to collect the lint layer LM.
[0104] Any of the above-described embodiment may
also be configured as follows.
[0105] The above-described embodiments refer to an
air circulation type clothes dryer 1 in which air is circulated
and supplied into the drum 30, but it may also be a gas

exhaust type clothes dryer 1A.
[0106] FIG. 16 illustrates an example of gas exhaust
type clothes dryer 1A. The air conditioning device 40 is
not installed inside of the air exhaust duct 45, and a dis-
charge port 45a which communicates with an outside of
the case 2 is formed at a downstream side of the air
exhaust duct 45. An inlet port 53a is formed at a side
surface of the fan cover 53, and the air blowing device
50 introduces external air therein through the inlet port
54a.
[0107] The air supply duct 56 is formed separately from
the air exhaust duct 45. A heating device 200 such as a
heater is installed inside of the air supply duct 56, and
the air introduced from the inlet port 53a is heated by the
heating device 200, and then introduced into the drum
30 through the air supply hole 57.
[0108] The air introduced into the air exhaust duct 45
is discharged directly to an outside of the clothes dryer
1 through the discharge port 45a.
[0109] The lint removing device 100 described above
may alternatively be applied to an air cleaner of a vehicle
engine. This application does not fall within the scope of
the invention as defined by the claims.
[0110] FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of an application
example of the present disclosure in another product. As
illustrated in FIG. 17, fine substances contained in exter-
nal air, such as waste and dust, are removed by a filter
element 211 in an air cleaner 210, and an air volume is
controlled by an air intake valve 212, and then the air is
supplied to an engine which is not shown.
[0111] The filter element 211 is formed by stacking filter
papers in the form of a bellows, and serves to collect the
fine substances such as the waste and the dust contained
in the air.
[0112] When the filter element 211 is continuously
used in a dirty state, performance of the engine may be
degraded, or fuel efficiency may be degraded. Therefore,
the filter element 211 should be cleaned or replaced pe-
riodically. However, since the filter element 211 is in-
stalled in a case of the air cleaner 210, most users do
not clean the filter element 211 every time after driving
a vehicle, but instead a cleaning or replacing operation
is periodically performed by a maintenance technician.
[0113] Therefore, when the filter element 211 is sub-
stituted with the lint removing device 100 described
above, the cleaning or replacing operation is not needed,
and an optimal engine output may be always maintained,
and also the fuel efficiency may be prevented from be-
coming degraded.
[0114] The lint removing device 100 described above
may be applied to a first filter of an air cleaner. This ap-
plication does not fall within the scope of the invention
as defined by the claims.
[0115] FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of another ap-
plication of the present disclosure in still another product.
[0116] In an air cleaner 220, as illustrated in FIG. 18,
large-sized visible waste, such as hair and thread, con-
tained in external air suctioned by a fan 225 are collected
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by a first filter 221. Then, fine dust passing through the
first filter 221 is filtered by a second filter 222. Finally, an
odour causing material passing through the second filter
222 is absorbed and removed by a third filter 223. Then,
cleaned air is discharged.
[0117] The first filter 221 is mainly formed of a plastic
material which may be repeatedly washed and reused,
and thus the user should periodically clean the first filter
221.
[0118] Therefore, when the first filter 221 is substituted
with the lint removing device 100 described above, the
labour to clean the first filter 221 may be considerably
reduced.
[0119] According to the present disclosure, the lint col-
lected on the inner circumferential surface of the lint filter
can be thoroughly scraped off by the elastic member.
Also, when the lint is caught on the outer edge of the
screw blade, the lint is in contact with the contact rib, and
is scraped off and falls, and thus the lint can be prevented
from being sandwiched and remaining between the lint
filter and the screw.
[0120] Although a few embodiments of the present in-
vention have been shown and described, it would be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be
made in these embodiments without departing from the
principles of the invention, the scope of which is defined
in the claims.

Claims

1. A clothes dryer comprising:

a drum (30);
a duct (45) through which drying air discharged
from the drum (30) flows; and
a lint removing device (100) disposed in a path
of the duct (45) to filter lint contained in the air,
wherein the lint removing device (100) includes
a cylindrical lint filter (130) of which a part of an
outer surface is open, a screw (120) having a
spiral blade (122) rotatably provided in an axial
direction of the lint filter (130), and an elastic
member (124) configured to protrude to an out-
side of the spiral blade (122) to be in contact
with an inner surface (130a) of the lint filter (130),
characterised in that
the lint removing device further includes a con-
tact rib (135, 134A) disposed across the opening
of the lint filter (130) in the axial direction, where-
in the elastic member (124) is configured to be
in contact with the contact rib (135,135A).

2. The clothes dryer according to claim 1, wherein the
contact rib (135) is disposed to be in contact with a
circumference of the inner surface (130a) of the lint
filter (130).

3. The clothes dryer according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the lint removing device (100) includes a frame mem-
ber (110) in which to install the lint filter (130), and
the frame member (110) includes an air introduction
part (111), a lint processing part (112) and a lint draw-
ing part (113).

4. The clothes dryer according to claim 1, 2 or 3, where-
in the lint filter (130,130A,130B) includes a mesh fil-
ter (131,131A,131B) and a filter frame
(132,132A,132B) configured to extend in a circum-
ferential direction of the lint filter (130,130A,130B) to
support the mesh filter (131,131A,131B).

5. The clothes dryer according to claim 4, wherein the
filter frame (132,132A,132B) includes a frame beam
part (132b,132Ab,132Bb) configured to extend in the
axial direction of the lint filter (130,130A,130B), and
a plurality of frame parts (132a,132Aa,132Ba) con-
figured to extend in a circumferential direction of the
lint filter (130,130A,130B).

6. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein a frame part (132a) is in-
stalled to be inclined in the axial direction of the lint
filter (130).

7. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the elastic member (124) in-
cludes one of a rubber material, a resin material and
a brush.

8. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein an installation (122a) part for
installing the elastic member (124) is formed at an
outer edge of the blade (122).

9. The clothes dryer according to claim 8, wherein the
installation part (122a) includes a groove or a pro-
trusion.

10. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the lint filter (130) has a cir-
cumferential length R and a length R’ of the opening,
and the length R’ of the opening is R’/R=1/4.

11. The clothes dryer according to claim 1, wherein an
angle θ of the blade (122) connected outward from
a rotating shaft (121) of the screw (120) is 45° < θ <
70°.

12. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein the screw (120) is configured
to rotate at a rotational speed Rs of 20 rpm < Rs <
25 rpm.

13. The clothes dryer according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, further comprising a screw motor
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(125) configured to rotate the screw (120), and a
controller (140) configured to control a rotating mo-
tion of the screw motor (125).

14. The clothes dryer according to claim 13, wherein the
controller (140) is configured to change a rotation
motion of the screw motor (125) so that a reverse
rotation motion in which the lint is conveyed from a
downstream side of the axial direction of the lint filter
(130) toward an upstream side thereof is performed
for a predetermined period of time, and then a for-
ward rotation motion in which the lint is conveyed
from the upstream side toward the downstream side
is performed.

Patentansprüche

1. Wäschetrockner, der Folgendes umfasst:

eine Trommel (30);
eine Leitung (45), durch die Trocknungsluft
strömt, die von der Trommel (30) abgegeben
wird; und
eine Flusenentfernungsvorrichtung (100), die in
einem Weg der Leitung (45) angeordnet ist, um
in der Luft enthaltene Flusen zu filtern,
wobei die Flusenentfernungsvorrichtung (100)
Folgendes umfasst: einen zylindrischen Flusen-
filter (130), von dem ein Teil einer Außenfläche
offen ist, eine Schraube (120) mit einer Spi-
ralklinge (122), die drehbar in einer axialen Rich-
tung des Flusenfilters (130) vorgesehen ist, und
ein elastisches Element (124), das dafür konfi-
guriert ist, zu einer Außenseite der Spiralklinge
(122) vorzustehen, um mit einer inneren Ober-
fläche (130a) des Flusenfilters (130) in Kontakt
zu sein, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Flusenentfernungsvorrichtung ferner eine
Kontaktrippe (135, 134A) umfasst, die in der axi-
alen Richtung quer zu der Öffnung des Flusen-
filters (130) angeordnet ist, wobei das elastische
Element (124) so konfiguriert ist, dass es mit der
Kontaktrippe (135, 135A) in Kontakt ist.

2. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kon-
taktrippe (135) so angeordnet ist, dass sie mit einem
Umfang der Innenfläche (130a) des Flusenfilters
(130) in Kontakt ist.

3. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die
Flusenentfernungsvorrichtung (100) ein Rahmene-
lement (110) umfasst, in dem der Flusenfilter (130)
installiert wird, und das Rahmenelement (110) einen
Lufteinführungsteil (111), einen Flusenverarbei-
tungsteil (112) und einen Flusenabzugsteil (113)
aufweist.

4. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei
der Flusenfilter (130, 130A, 130B) einen Maschen-
filter (131, 131A, 131B) und einen Filterrahmen (132,
132A, 132B) umfasst, der dafür konfiguriert ist, sich
in einer Umfangsrichtung des Flusenfilters (130,
130A, 130B) zu erstrecken, um den Maschenfilter
(131, 131A, 131B) zu stützen.

5. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Filter-
rahmen (132, 132A, 132B) Folgendes umfasst: ei-
nen Rahmenträgerteil (132b, 132Ab, 132Bb), der
dafür konfiguriert ist, sich in der axialen Richtung des
Flusenfilters (130, 130A, 130B) zu erstrecken, und
eine Vielzahl von Rahmenteilen (132a, 132Aa,
132Ba), die dafür konfiguriert sind, sich in einer Um-
fangsrichtung des Flusenfilters (130, 130A, 130B)
zu erstrecken.

6. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei ein Rahmenteil (132a) so instal-
liert ist, dass er in der axialen Richtung des Flusen-
filters (130) geneigt ist.

7. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei das elastische Element (124) ein
Gummimaterial, ein Harzmaterial oder eine Bürste
umfasst.

8. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei ein Installationsteil (122a) zum In-
stallieren des elastischen Elements (124) an einer
Außenkante der Klinge (122) gebildet ist.

9. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Instal-
lationsteil (122a) eine Nut oder einen Vorsprung auf-
weist.

10. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei der Flusenfilter (130) eine Um-
fangslänge R und eine Länge R’ der Öffnung auf-
weist, und die Länge R’ der Öffnung R’/R = 1/4 ist.

11. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Winkel
θ der Klinge (122), die von einer Drehwelle (121) der
Schraube (120) nach außen verbunden ist, 45 ° < θ
< 70 ° beträgt.

12. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei die Schraube (120) so konfiguriert
ist, dass sie sich mit einer Drehzahl Rs von 20 U/min
< Rs < 25 U/min dreht.

13. Wäschetrockner nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, der ferner Folgendes umfasst: einen
Schraubenmotor (125), der dafür konfiguriert ist, die
Schraube (120) zu drehen, und eine Steuerung
(140), die dafür konfiguriert ist, eine Drehbewegung
des Schraubenmotors (125) zu steuern.
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14. Wäschetrockner nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Steu-
erung (140) dafür konfiguriert ist, eine Drehbewe-
gung des Schraubenmotors (125) zu ändern, so
dass eine Rückwärtsdrehbewegung, bei der die Flu-
sen von einer stromabwärtigen Seite der axialen
Richtung des Flusenfilters (130) zu einer stromauf-
wärtigen Seite davon befördert werden, für eine vor-
bestimmte Zeitspanne durchgeführt wird, woraufhin
eine Vorwärtsdrehbewegung durchgeführt wird, bei
der die Flusen von der stromaufwärtigen Seite zur
stromabwärtigen Seite befördert werden.

Revendications

1. Sèche-linge comportant :

un tambour (30) ;
un conduit (45) au travers duquel l’air de sécha-
ge déchargé en provenance du tambour (30)
s’écoule ; et
un dispositif de retrait de peluches (100) disposé
dans un passage du conduit (45) pour filtrer les
peluches contenues dans l’air,
dans lequel le dispositif de retrait de peluches
(100) comprend un filtre de peluches cylindrique
(130) dont une partie d’une surface extérieure
est ouverte, une vis (120) ayant une lame en
spirale (122) mise en oeuvre de manière rotative
dans une direction axiale du filtre de peluches
(130), et un élément élastique (124) configuré
pour faire saillie sur une partie extérieure de la
lame en spirale (122) à des fins de contact avec
une surface intérieure (130a) du filtre de pelu-
ches (130), caractérisé en ce que
le dispositif de retrait de peluches comprend par
ailleurs une nervure de contact (135, 134A) dis-
posée en travers de l’ouverture du filtre de pe-
luches (130) dans la direction axiale, dans lequel
l’élément élastique (124) est configuré pour être
en contact avec la nervure de contact (135,
135A).

2. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
nervure de contact (135) est disposée pour être en
contact avec une circonférence de la surface inté-
rieure (130a) du filtre de peluches (130).

3. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 1 ou la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel le dispositif de retrait de pelu-
ches (100) comprend un élément formant cadre
(110) à des fins d’installation du filtre de peluches
(130) dans celui-ci, et l’élément formant cadre (110)
comprend une partie d’introduction d’air (111), une
partie de traitement de peluches (112) et une partie
d’aspiration de peluches (113) .

4. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 1, la revendica-

tion 2 ou la revendication 3, dans lequel le filtre de
peluches (130, 130A, 130B) comprend un filtre à ta-
mis (131, 131A, 131B) et un cadre pour filtre (132,
132A, 132B) configuré pour s’étendre dans une di-
rection allant dans le sens de la circonférence du
filtre de peluches (130, 130A, 130B) pour supporter
le filtre à tamis (131, 131A, 131B).

5. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le
cadre pour filtre (132, 132A, 132B) comprend une
partie formant traverse de cadre (132b, 132Ab,
132Bb) configurée pour s’étendre dans la direction
axiale du filtre de peluches (130, 130A, 130B), et
une pluralité de parties formant cadre (132a, 132Aa,
132Ba) configurées pour s’étendre dans une direc-
tion allant dans le sens de la circonférence du filtre
de peluches (130, 130A, 130B).

6. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel une partie formant
cadre (132a) est installée à des fins d’inclinaison
dans la direction axiale du filtre de peluches (130).

7. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel l’élément élastique
(124) comprend l’un parmi un matériau à base de
caoutchouc, un matériau à base résine et une bros-
se.

8. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel une partie d’installa-
tion (122a) servant à installer l’élément élastique
(124) est formée au niveau d’un bord extérieur de la
lame (122).

9. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 8, dans lequel la
partie d’installation (122a) comprend une rainure ou
une partie saillante.

10. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel le filtre de peluches
(130) a une longueur circonférentielle R et une lon-
gueur R’ de l’ouverture, et la longueur R’ de l’ouver-
ture est R’/R=1/4.

11. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un
angle θ de la lame (122) connecté vers l’extérieur
depuis un arbre tournant (121) de la vis (120) est
45° < θ < 70°.

12. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel la vis (120) est con-
figurée pour tourner à une vitesse de rotation Rs de
20 tr/min < Rs < 25 tr/min.

13. Sèche-linge selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, comportant par ailleurs un mo-
teur à vis (125) configuré pour faire tourner la vis
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(120), et un dispositif de commande (140) configuré
pour commander un mouvement de rotation du mo-
teur à vis (125).

14. Sèche-linge selon la revendication 13, dans lequel
le dispositif de commande (140) est configuré pour
changer un mouvement de rotation du moteur à vis
(125) de telle sorte qu’un mouvement de rotation in-
verse dans lequel les peluches sont transportées de-
puis un côté en aval de la direction axiale du filtre de
peluches (130) vers un côté en amont de celle-ci est
effectué pendant une durée prédéterminée, et puis
de telle sorte qu’un mouvement de rotation avant
dans lequel les peluches sont transportées depuis
le côté en amont vers le côté en aval est effectué.
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